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A NEW PROOF FOR A TERMINATING "STRANGE" HYPERGEONETRIC

EVALUATION OF GASPER AND RAHMAN CONJECTURED BY GOSPER

CHU Wenchang

Institute of Systems Science
AcademlaSinica. Beijing 100080

In a letter to Richard Askey, Bill Gosper (1977) conjectured a number of the

"mysterious-looking hypergeometnc evaluations". All of these except for one identity with more

than one parameter were proved by Gessel and Stanton (1982). The terminating and

non-terminating versions of this identity were respectively confirmed through the computer

certification by Ekhad (1990) and by Gasper & Rahman (1990), in which the q-analogue of
Gosper's conjecture was established either.

A? known, iwerse series relations are partially responsible for the proliferation of

combinatorial identities. For the first time to display the talent of inversion technique, we take the

original Gosoer conjecture as one example and present a new proof here, As the whole technique

consists of only the transformations between hypergeometric series and inverse relations, this

approch is simpler, shorter and more accessible.

'Partially supported by Italian Consiglio Nazionale Delle Ricerche while the author
was a visiting professor of CNR (January - March, 1991)
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A? the pr-eliminary st.at.ement, recall a pair of inverse series relations

n x-t(a-b)+2k

f(n)=Z (-1)k( ) (a+Xk)n (b-Xk)^-g(k)
kao k (X-1(a-b)+n)^

n, a+Xk+k b-Xk+k
g(n)--S (-1)k( )--(X-i(a-b)+k)n f(k)

kso k (a+Xn)^i (b-Xn)^i

(D

(2)

which follow from the suitable limiting process in the bibasic Inversions due to Bressoud (1988) and
Gasper (i 989), or- directly from the equivalent orthogonality in the special case C=-n of Gasper's
(1989) formula

^

C, A, 1+A/d+X), B, 1+B/(1-X), -C+(A-B)/X

1+A-XC, A/(1+X), 1+B+XC, B/(1-X), 1+(A-B)/X

r(i+(A-B)/x) rd+A-xc) rd+B+xc)

rd+A) r(i+B)rd+c) rd-c+(A-B)/x)

(3)

THEORFN Oosper's conjecture is true, i.e

?r-6

a, 1+9/2, a+1/2, b, 1-b, n+(2a+1)/3, -n

a/2, 1/2, (2a-b+3)/3, (2a+b+2)/3, 3n+2a+1, -3n

((1+t))/3), ((2-t))/3), ((2a+2)/3). ((2a+3)/3),

()/3), (2/3)«((3+2a-b)/3), ((2+2a+b)/3)n
(4)
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rslr^*'. ^*n'i't'^ . !+ "it^ +^r» .^ri t"-
l-\CVl i II.C I I. Ill LilC liji ill

n n 4k+2a -2k-1
s?-o ( )
kso ^ (3-2a)^ (-3n-1)i

(a)|, (a+1/2)t, (b)|. d-b),,
(k+(2a+1)/3)n

ic+1 (-3n-1)k+, (3/2)|. ((2a-b+3)/3V(2a+b+2)/3)i<

(2a)3n(l)»((1+b)/3), ((2-b)/3),

(2)3»((3+2a-D)/3^((2+2a+t))/3),

which could be telescoped 1n (2) and yields the dual relation from (1)

(5)

!(-}) \ ) (2a+3k)n (-l-3k)n
ks^ I.

2k+(2a+l)/3 (1)|. ((1+b)/3)|, ((2-b)/3)|, (26)31.

(n+(2a+1)/3)^, ((3+2a-b)/3)i, ((2+2a+b)/3)k (2)31,

(a), (a+l/2), (b), (1-b),

(3/2), ((2a-b+3)/3)»((2a+b+2)/3)p
(6)

Not ing that

and

C-)-3k^ = ^-1)kt-1-2n)3^(2^/(2)2n

(28+3k)^(-1)»*K(2a)4, /{(2a)3i, (-1-2a-4n)3^i<) ,

wf can refnrmiilgtp f. 6) ?)? a very we11-pnised series

?r6
-2n-(2a+D/3. -n-(2a-5)/6. -(1+2nV3, -2n/3, -(2n-1)/3, -n-(2a-b)/3, -n-(2a+b-1)/31

-n-(2a+l)/6, (5-2a-4n)/3, (2-2a-4n)/3, (l-2a-4n)/5, -n+(2-b)/3, -n+(l+b)/3

(b). (1-b), ((1+2a)/3)2n

'. ('+b)/, ?\((2-b)/. ?), (2n+2a)2,

wh'ch r; one ver'y special case of the Douga!1-D1xon theorem. This confirms the truth of (4), D
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One Drofound fact hidden behind this example Is that the tnverse series relations could be compared to the

box". The operation demonstrated above 1s just like the "tnput-output" process which should be expected

ro nave tne man potential for creating combinatonal identities, The author of the present paper is currently

developing a project along this direction which would convince a remarkable fact that almost all terminating
riypergeonietr iu identities (e. g. those covered by the works due to Andrews [ 1979], Gasper & Rahman[1990]

?ipri Op^pl ̂  St^ntnn [ 1982, 198.31) are the dual relations of only three hyper-geometric formulae named after

Chu-Vandermoridc-Gauss, Pfaff-Saalschutz and Dougall-Dixon-Kummer, as long as one generalized version of

reciprocal pair (1) and (2), and its a-analogue (which contain the inverse pair due to Gould and Hsu[1973]
gnd Carlltz' q-3na1ogue [ 1 973] as special cases) are accepted 1n advance. Its extensive exhibition will appear

in the for thcom ing paper.
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